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Technical  Notes  and Correspondence 

On Undershoot and Nonminimum Phase Zeros 

M. VIDYASAGAR 

Abstract-In this  note we derive a simple necessary and sufficient 
condition for a  stable system to exhibit an undershooting step response. 
Specifically, we show that undershoot occurs if and only if the plant has 
an odd number of real right-half plane zeros. 

Consider a lumped scalar system with a strictly proper transfer function 
p(s), and suppose the system is stable. Let y ( - )  denote the step response 
ofthe system. Then by stability, the limit y ( w )  is well-defined and equals 
p(0) .  Let r denote the relative degree  of p .  Then y and i t s  first r - 1 
derivatives are zero at f = 0, and y[')(O) is the first nonzero derivative. If 
r = 1 then the step response is continuous at t = 0 but j ( 0 )  # 0. Within 
the control community,  a folklore definition is that the step response 
exhibits "undershoot" if  it "initially starts off in  the wrong direction." 
However,  to date no precise definition is available. For the purposes of 
this note. we adopt the definition that the step response exhibits 
undershoot if its steady-state value has a sign opposite from that of its first 
nonzero derivative at time t = 0. Thus. n e  define a system to have 
undershoot ify"'(O)y(w) < 0. Clearly. this definition only makes Sense 
if p(0)  = .v(w) # 0. This is a natural mathematical version of "thc step 
response initially starts in the wrong direction." Then we have the 
following result, which is very easy to prove but does not  Seem to appear 
anywhere. 

Proposition: The system has undershoot if  and only if its transfer 
function has an odd number of real RHP zeros. 

Proof: We can assume that p(0)  = 1 without loss of generality. 
since the presence or absence of undershoot is not affected by dividing 
p(s) by a nonzero constant. As forylr)(0). the initial value theorem tells us 
that 

ytr)(0) = lim srp(s).  (1) 
5-0; 

Now write p(s) in the form 

The numerator terms can be grouped into three types: i) those 
corresponding to positive real zeros, ii) those corresponding to negative 
real zeros, and iii) those corresponding to complex zeros. Now the first 
are of the form 

1 - 01,s. (3) 

For  some positive ai, while the second are of the form 
1 + 01,s (4) 

for some positive a,. The third terms are of the form 

1 + p,s+ a$, ( 5 )  

for  some positive a;, although of course 0; could be negative. Also, we 
must have flf < 401, to  ensure that the corresponding zero is complex. On 
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the other hand, by the assumption that p is stable, all terms in  the 
denominator are of the form (4) or (5).  Since 

y'(0) = lim sp ( s ) ,  
s-oc 

we see that the sign of yCr)(O) is determined solely by the number of terms 
of the type (3). Specifically, if their number is odd. then y")(O) is 
negative. whereas if their number is even. then y(')(O) is positive. Since 
y(o3) = p ( 0 )  = 1 ,  we have the desired conclusion. 

Simultaneous Partial Pole Placement: A  New Approach 
to Multimode System Design 

BIJOY K.  GHOSH 

Abstract-Simultaneous partial pole placement of a family of single- 
input single-output plants is proposed as a generalization of the classical 
pole placement and stabilization problems. This problem finds applica- 
tion in the design of a  compensator for a family of linear dynamical 
systems. In this note we show that  the proposed problem is equivalent to a 
new class of transcendental problem using stable, minimum phase 
rational  functions with real coefficients. A necessmy condition for the 
solvability of the associated transcendental problem is obtained. Finally, 
a counterexample to the following conjecture is obtained-"pairs of 
simultaneously stabilizable plants of bounded McMillan degree have 
simultaneously stabilizing compensators of bounded McMillan degree." 

NOTATIONS 

The complex plane. 
A self conjugate open subset of the complex plane which intersects 
the real axis R. 

Open left half of the complex plane. 
Closed right half of the complex plane including infinity. 
Open interior of the unit disk. 
Closed exterior of the unit disk including infinity. 
Ring of proper rational functions with real coefficients with poles 
in G,. 
Set of multiplicative units in N. 
A parameter set. 

[ G  u (a}] - .es. 

I .  STATEMENT OF THE SIXiULTANEOUS  PARTIAL  POLE  PLACEMENT 
PROBLEM 

The simultaneous partial pole placement problem consists of answering 
the following question. 

"Given a family &(s) of single-input single-output proper transfer 
functions of degree n ~ ,  X E A ,  respectively. Given a family of nonzero 
biproper (i.e., proper but not strictly proper) transfer functions 4&) of 
degree d ~ ,  X E A. respectively. with poles in a suitable open subset Cs of 
the complex plane C and zeros in G,. Does  there exist a proper 
compensator k(s) of degree q 2 max [dA - nx] such that the closed-loop 
systems gk(s)[l + k(s)&(s)]-',  X E 11 have. respectively. dkpoles in 
where I$&) vanishes and all but the above dA poles are in Gx for X E A ,  

respectively?" 
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u. SOME  REMARKS AND MOTIVATION 

Classical choices of the region Cs are ,G- and ID- for continuous-time 
and discrete-time stabilization problems. respectively. A different choice 
of ,Gs is motivated by the following example where we assume :i to be a 
single point, i.e., where the family &(s) consists of only one plant. 

Example 2.1 (The Dominant Pole  Placement  Problem): “Let ul. u% 
w E ;l and assume u1 u > 0. Let g(s) be a plant (in continuous time) of 
McMillan degee n.  The problem is to design a compensator of  de, oree 2 

max (2 - n ,  0) such that two of  the closed-loop poles are at - u + j w .  
while all the other closed-loop poles are in the region Gs & {s:Re s < - 

The above problem is known as the dominant pole placement problem 
since the impulse response of the closed-loop system is dominated by the 
response due to the pair of poles at - u k j w .  Let al, (Y: E ij and assume 
cy,, a2 > uI .  It follows by choosing 

UI}.” 

that the dominant pole placement problem is a special case of the proposed 
problem where 11 is a single point. 

Remark 2.2: Assume to be the finite set { 1,  . . . , r ) .  Le., the family 
gr(s) consists of a collection of plants gl(s), . . . , gr(s). If dl  = d2 = . . . 
= d, = 0, i.e.. if +&), i = 1, . . . , r are all nonzero constants, the 
proposed partial pole placement problem specializes to the simultaneous 
stabilization problem studied in [ I ] .  141. [6] .  and [SI. On  the other hand, 
for a fixed q. if d, = n, + q,  i = 1, . . ., r: one obtains the simultaneous 
pole placement problem 121. wherein the compensator k(s) places the 
poles of the ith plant gi(s) at the zeros of $&), i = 1, . . . r. respectively. 

Let us now consider a different choice of A and show that the 
simultaneous partial pole placement problem includes as  a special case the 
classically well-known gain-margin problem. 

Example 2.3: fThe Gain  Margin  Probletnj: Let g(s) be a single-input 
singleauput plant of degree n. Let hg(s), X E [a, b] where a, b E El be 
a family of plants. The problem is to design a compensator k(s) such that 
the closed-loop system hg(s)[ 1 + M(s)g(s)] - I ,  h E [a,  b] have poles in 
C, for a given Cs. By choosing A = [a, b ] ,  gh(s) = hg(s), nh = n, dh = 
0, = 1, it follows that the above gain margin problem is a special case 
of  the proposed problem. 

Remark 2.4: By utilizing the flexibility in the choice of GA(s). the 
designer on one extreme (i.e..  bj choosing d, = ni + q)  can place the 
closed-loop poles of gx(s), arbitrarily. and  on  the other extreme (i.e.. by 
choosing d, = 0) can restrict the closed-loop poles to lie in a suitably 
chosen open region C5. However, in practice. one is frequently interested 
in placing a specified set of closed-loop poles while requiring that the 
unspecified poles are restricted to a given region G, of the complex plane. 
Such a requirement. we remark. may be met by selecting the integers d, in 
the interval [0, n, + q ] ,  i = 1, . . . , r. This remark serves to illustrate the 
design flexibility in the partial pole assignment problem. 

111. PARTIAL  POLE  ASSIGNMEKT OF A PAIR OF PLANTS 

Given a pair of distinct plants gl(s), gz(s) represented in their coprime 
factorization as .q(s)/y,(s), i = 1, 2, respectively, wherex,(s), y,(s) E H .  
(Refer to [6].  [SI. and [lo] for details on the coprime representation.) 
Given a pair of coprime biproper rational functions $,(s), G2(s) E H ,  i.e.. 

+? do not have a zero in common. Our first theorem concerns the 
simultaneous partial pole placement of two plants as follows. 

Theorem 3. I :  The pair of distinct plants x,(s)/y,(s) is simultaneously 
partially pole assignable at the zeros in C, of +,(s), i = 1 ,2 ,  respectively, 
iff there exists Al(s), A&) E J such that the following holds. 

1) A1$,y2 - A+yl and &$:xl - A,$,x2 vanish at sI, s?, .- . ,  s, E 
G, with multiplicities at least m , ,  m z ,  . . . , M,, respectively. Lvhere sI, 
. . . , s, are the zeros of xly2 - x2yl in C, with multiplicities m , ,  . . . , m,, 
respectively. 

2) If xly2 - x2yl vanishes at w with multiplicity rn-. then &$:xl - 
Al$lx2 vanishes at w with multiplicity m,. 

Proof: Let x,(s)/y,(s) be the required compensator. A necessary and 
sufficient condition for solving the associated partial pole placement 

problem is the existence of A , .  A? E J such that 

.u,(s)x;(s) +u,(5)Yc(r) = N s ) $ , ( s )  (3 .1)  

for i = 1, 2. Solving (3.1) for x, and yc ,  we have 

x,(s)=[~1~1)”-~2$zyl]/[xIy2-.yzy,] (3.2) 

y~(s)=[~2~2.rl-al~, .r~]/[xIy2-.y2yl].  (3.3) 

It follows that 1) is a necessary and sufficient condition for x,, y ,  to belong 
to H .  Moreover. .xc and yc do not have a common zero at s* in C, for 
otherwise from (3.1) both GI, $2 vanish at s* which contradicts the 
hypothesis that $ 2  are  coprime. Hence. x, and y ,  are coprime. Finally, 
2) is a necessary and sufficient condition foryc(w) # 0 and, hence. xJy, 
is a proper rational function. Q.E.D. 

The following corollary of Theorem 3.1 is immediate. 
Corollary3.2: Assume G I ,  G2 to be coprime and biproper, Le., proper, 

but not strictly proper, and assume that the multiplicities of m as a  zero of 
XI, x2 and xlyz - xgl are the  same. The problem of partially pole 
assigning the pair of plants x,(s)/yi(s) i = 1, 2 at  the zeros in .G,, of Gi(s), 
i = 1, 2, respectively, is equivalent to the problem of interpolating a self 
conjugate set of pairs of complex numbers (si, zi), i = 1, . . . , (Y by a 
rational function &(s)/AI(s) where AI, A ,  E Jand  A2/Al(w) # zt, for a 
given real zis. 

Proof: Let si be a  zero  of xly? - x 2 y l  in G, of multiplicity 1. Then 
we have either of the following three possibilities. 

1) 5, is a  zero of GIyr and $zyl. In this case the condition 1 ) of Theorem 
3.1 is satisfied iff &!dl interpolates the pair of numbers 

b - 1 ,  A-Y2/$2xI(sO). 

2) s! is a zero of +2xl and +,x2. In this case; the condition 1) of 
Theorem 3.1 is satisfied iff &!Al interpolates the pair of numbers (s,, 

3) s, does not satisfy the condition 1) or 2). In this case the condition 1) 
of Theorem 3.1 is satisfied iff A?/A, interpolates the pair of numbers (s,, 
$1yz/+2yl(s,)) which is the same as  the pair of number (s;, $,X~/$~X~(S,)) .  

If s, is a zero of x l y 2  - x2yl in G,, of multiplicity > 1, the argument is 
similar and involves interpolation restrictions on &/Al with multiplicity. 
Thus. the condition 1) of Theorem 3.1 is equivalent to an interpolation 
condition on &/A1(s). 

Finally. we  need to show for the properness of the compensator that 
y,(w)  # 0. Equivalently. we  need to show that  the condition 2) of 
Theorem 3.1 is satisfied. Since I): do not vanish at m and since the 
multiplicity of as a  zero of x,, x2 and x,y2 - x2yl are the same,  the 
condition 2) of Theorem 3.1 is satisfied iff A2/Al(m) # z ,  = [($Ix2)/ 

Remark: The main contribution of this section is to show that the 
partial pole placement problem of a pair of plants may be posed as an 
interpolation condition on A2(~)/Al(s). The restriction on the class of 
plant-pairs considered in Corollary 3.2 can in general be removed and one 
can use Theorem 3.1 analogously and describe the associated interpola- 
tion problem. It may be emphasized. however. that explicit construction 
of AI@) and &(x), satisfying the interpolation condition is necessary in 
order to synthesize the feedback compensator via (3.2). (3.3). This is  now 
considered in  the  next section. 

$ 1 Y 2 / $ z Y l ( S r ) ) .  

( IC .z ,~ , ) I (~ ) .  Q.E.D. 

IV. THE INTERPOLATIOK PROBLEM 

Solution to the interpolation problem described in Corollav  3.2 under 
the special case = G- has been obtained by Youla et a[. [lo]. In this 
section we state, without proof, a generalization of the interpolation 
lemma in [lo] for an arbitrary 9 .  The proof can be constructed, adapting 
techniques cited in [8, see ch. 2 and 31 and  has been omitted. 

Lemma  4.1 (Interpolation Lemma): Given a self-conjugate set  of 
pairs of complex numbers (si, z,), i = 1 ,  . . . , z. There exists A(s) E J 
such that A(s,) = z; iff for every s,, sj w,hich belong to the same connected 
component of C u  n R. the corresponding z , ,  z, have the same sign. 

The main result of this section is to show that for a fixed t ,  even when 
the necessary and sufficient condition of Lemma 4.1 is satisfied there does 
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not exist a A(s) E J of a priori bounded degree which satisfies the 
interpolation constraint A(si) = zi. 

Theorem 4.2: Given that G5 = G- and r = 2. Consider the pair of 
points (1, l ) ,  (2, X), X E .Fi. A necessary condition that there exists a A(s) 
E J of degress 5 q such that A(1) = 1, A(2) = h is that 

2-q<X<24. (4.1) 

Proof: Let us write A(s) = a,s'/CP=, b;s'. In order that A(s) 
EJ, one obtains the restriction a,, 6, > 0 or a,, b, < 0 for i = 0, . . . , q. A 
necessary and sufficient condition that A@) satisfies the interpolation 
restriction is given as follows: 

I- 1 

positive row span of  1; 2 q  

r 1 

positive row span of 1; 2q: X ]  

is nonempty. (A positive row span of a matrix M is defined to be the set of 
all vectors uMwhere v has all positive real entries.) The condition (4.2) is 
satisfied iff (4.1) is satisfied. The above claim follows trivially by 
visualizing the positive row spans as a convex set in i12 and checking for 
conditions as  to when  the two convex sets in (4.2) intersect. Hence, the 
proof. Q.E.D. 

As a consequence of Theorem 4.2 we have the following example. 
Example 4.3: Assume G5 = G ~, Consider the one-parameter family of 

pairs of plants parameterized by X E ;I given by 

(X+2)s+ I xs+ 3 
[ ( - 2 h - 9 ) ~ + 8 ] ( ~ +  1) ' [(-2h-j)s+?](s+ 1) ' (4.3) 

From the computation in Section III it follows that a necessary condition 
for the pair of plants (4.3) to be simultaneously stabilizable is the 
existence of A(s) E J such that A(1) = 1, A(2) = (2X + 3)/(2X + 5) .  
Thus, from Theorem 4.2 if (2X + 3) / (2h + 5) 5 0. the pair of plants is 
simultaneously unstabilizable. However, even when (2h + 3)/(2h + 5 )  
> 0, as X approaches -2.5 from the left, or - 1.5 from the right. the 
minimum degree of the simultaneously stabilizing compensator incrcascs 
unboundedly. 

Remark 4.4: As this note was under review, an observation similar to 
the Example 4.3 has been reported in [7] using a different technique. 

V. THE M A I N  RESULT 

In this section. we consider a family F of single input single output 
proper plants of degree n given by 

F={.y~(s)/yds)lX E n, XA, Y A  E H; XA. YA are 

coprime;  deg x h / y k = n  for all X}. (5.1) 

Assume that Fcontains at least two distinct plants. Define q&) = xjy,(s) 
- x,y;(s),  i, j E A. We now state the following main theorem. 

Theorem 5.1: Let xl(s)/yl(s),  x2(s)/y2(s) be two distinct plants in F.  
Let  h E A be a family of proper. but  not strictly proper. rational 
fimctions with zeros only in .Cu where Gl(s), $?(s) are coprime. There 
exists a proper compensator which simultaneously partially pole assigns 
the plant XA(S)/Y,(S) at the zeros of GA(s) A E h .  respectively. iff there 
exists AI@), &(s) E Jsuch that the conditions 1) and 2) of Theorem 3.1 
are satisfied together with  the following additional condition. 

For every A d  - { 1, 2} ,  the graph of A1/A2(s) intersects the graph of 
$2q),l/$fqu at those points and only those points s* E G, with 
multiplicity mo - m, where mo is the multiplicity of s* as a  zero of $hqlz 
and m1 is the multiplicity of s* as a common zero of $,qA2 and $zvAl. 

Proot Let xc/yc(s) be the required compensator. A necessary and 
sufficient condition that the compensator xJy ,  simultaneously partially 
pole assigns the plants xl/yl and x2/yz at the zeros of G I  and 4:. 
respectively, is given by the conditions 1) and 2 )  of Theorem 3.1. Hence, 
x, and y ,  can be solved using (3.2) and (3 .3) .  Additionally, x ~ y ,  
simultaneously partially pole assigns every other plant xA/yA in F a t  dh. h 
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E A - { 1, 2). respectively, iff 

- W ' A + Y C Y A = & ~ ~ .  (5.2) 

From (3.2). (3.3), and (5.2). we obtain by eliminating x,, y, the following 

It follows that a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of Ah 
E J. X E A - { 1, 2) to satisfy (5.3) is given by the condition 3) 
described above. Q.E.D. 

Two easy corollaries of Theorem 5.1 are now stated. Let x l / y , ,  x2/yz 
be a pair of distinct plants of degree n. Consider the family F, of plants 

We have the following. 
Corollary 5.2: Let C5 = G - .  The family of plants in F, is 

simultaneously stabilizable by a proper compensator iff there exists A, ,  
A:. E J such that: 

a) for every s*, which is a  zero  of x lyr  - x2yl in e- with multiplicity 
m*. &x2 - &x, ,  A ~ f i  - A2y1 vanish at s* with multiplicity at least m* 
and  the multiplicity of 03 as  a zero of A l x 2  - &xI is equal to the 
multiplicity of a as  a  zero  of xly? - xzyl. 

b) Al/A2 does not intersect i t -  2 G- f l  i3 at any point  in C'. 
Proof: The condition a) follows precisely from the conditions 1) and 

2) of Theorem 3.1 assuming Gl(s) = $:(s) = 1 and the pair of distinct 
plants being gl(.s) and g?(s). The condition b) follows from the condition 
3 )  of Theorem 5.1. The details are omitted. Q.E.D. 

Corollary 5.3 (Gain Margin Problem): Let = G-. Assume g(s) 
= x(s)/y(s) and A = [a, 61. a < b. The family of proper plants Xg(s), X 
E [a,  b] is simultaneously stabilizable by a proper compensator iff there 
exists A I .  A: E J such that the following holds. 

1) If s* is a zero of g(s) in G+ with multiplicity n7*. then ~ ~ / & ( s * )  
equals 1 with multiplicity 2 m*. 

2) If s* is a pole of g(s) in G- with multiplicity m*. then Al/A2(s*) 
equals a/b  with multiplicity 2 m*. 

3) If m is a  zero of y(s) of multiplicity m,, then AI!A2(m) equals a/b 
with multiplicity m,. 

4) Al/Az(s) does not intersect $3- at any point in G-. 
Proof: Follows trivially from Corollary 5.2 assuming x,@) = N s ) ,  

x:(s) = bx(s), and y,(s) = yz(s) = y(s). Q.E.D. 
Remark 5.4: Visualizing dl/A2(s) as  an analytic map from G- to E - 

( - m, 01. where 5 is the complex plane together with the point at infinity; 
and  noting  that 5 - ( - 03, 01 is conformally equivalent to the open unit 
disk, it follows that the interpolation problems in Corollaries 5.2 and 5.3 
above can be tackled via classically well-known Nevanlinna-Pick 
interpolation methods. In particular, A1/A2(s) can be constructed explic- 
itly. if it exists. under the special cases mentioned in the corollaries. These 
have been detailed in [5] for the gain margin problem by Khargonekar and 
Tannenbaum and it  is surprising that their methods actually extend to the 
simultaneous stabilization of a linear one-parameter family of plants Fl .  

VI. CONCLCSION 

To conclude. in this paper we have motivated the use o f  interpolation 
methods in the simultaneous partial pole assignment problems. Extension 
of these results to the multiinput multioutput systems is possible and 
partial results have been reported in [3]. 
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On the Sufficient Conditions for the  Equality of the 
Unassignable Polynomial and Davison’s Fixed 

Polynomial of Strongly Connected Systems 

S. K. KATTI, M. NARASIMHAMURTHY, .AND G .  KRISHNA 

Abstract-In this technical note, it is established that lhe unassignable 
polynomial defined for  a  not strongly connected decentralized control 
system is not equal to Davison’s  fixed  polynomial.  This leads to a 
“sufficient  condition”  for the equality of the unassignable polynomial 
and Davison’s fixed polynomial for strongly connected systems. 

I. IKTRODUCTION 

Corfmat and Morse in their paper proved that for  a strongly connected 
decentralized control system. the unassignable polynomial ~ $ ( h )  for the 
triple (C,, AF, B,), is equal to Davison’s fixed polynomial (cf. [ I ,  vide iii) 
Theorem 4. p. 4901). In the succeeding paragraph of the above theorem, 
they say. in particular. for a not strongly connected system. the above 
theorem need  not necessarily hold. We feel that because of the vagueness 
regarding the “sufficient condition” of the above theorem, the results 
presented by Corfmat and Morse in their paper for a not strongly 
connected system. are not appealing as their procedure is computationally 
expensive. 

This motivated the authors to prove the sufficiency part of the above 
theorem and use this result to obtain a computationally efficient procedure 
for splitting not strongly connected systems [3]. This is possible because 
the procedure discussed in [3] splits the not strongly connected system 
into s subsystems such that each subsystem is complete. As a conse- 
quence of this. the identification of fixed modes for a not strongly 
connected system. is made simpler. 

In view of the above. in this correspondence. it is proved that the 
unassignable polynomial defined for a not strongly connected decentral- 
ized control system. is not equal to Davison‘s fixed polynomial. And a 
numerical example is included to illustrate the theory. 

11. STATEMENT OF THE  PROBLEM 

Let C E C,, A ,  B,; K }  be a jointly controllable, jointly observable not 
strongly connected. apd K channel linear system. Let p;(h)  denote the 
unassignable polynomial (computed from j th  channel of ith strongly 
connected subsystem) of {C,, A,=, B,; K; i} and ar(h) denote Davison‘s 
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fixed polynomial of C defined by 

and 

Then it is to be proved that 

where there are p number of strongly connected subsystems (i = 1, 2, 
. . . , p )  and ith strongly connected subsystem has q, channels and j E q, 
C K. 

III. DEFINITIONS 

In this section. we present some definitions which we use in our proof 

Let a&(h) denote the fixed polynomial of ith strongly connected 
in addition to the definitions borrowed from Corfmat and Morse [ I ] .  

subsystem, so the fixed polynomial of the system is  given by 

:=I  

This is true since the closed-loop matrix for not strongly connected system 
is in upper block triangular structure (cf. [ 1 .  p. 4931). 

Hence, we can obtain 

Q‘(X)=det ( A L A , * )  ( 4  

and 

IV. PROOF 

Here we prove the relation given by the equation (2). It  is  known that 
for a not strongly connected system, the closed-loop matrix is in upper 
block triangular form and.  therefore. we can write the following identity: 

(X )=a ; (X )  fi Q’(X). 
PF r =  1 

r + i  

This is true because the unassignable polynomial computed from the j th 
channel of ith strongly connected subsystem consists of two companents, 
viz. I 

and 

subsystems 

i) its own fixed polynomial a;(X). 

ii) the characteristic polynomials of all other strongly connected 

Equation (6) can be written as 

r + i  

= a z ( X )  Q A X ) .  
r =  I 
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